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• The third largest railroad union rejected its deal with freight railroads 

on October 9th — renewing the possibility of a strike. The Brotherhood 
of Maintenance of Way union agreed to delay any strike until five 
days after Congress reconvenes in mid-November to allow time for 
additional negotiations. This situation will continue to cause severe 
disruptions in container ports. 

• Hurricane Ian's initial economic damages are currently estimated at 
USD60 billion. Due to this natural disaster, ports were shut down, and 
operating hours were reduced, causing cargo imports and exports in 
the South to be disrupted. 

• The Global Supply Chain Pressure Index (GSCPI) has fallen significantly 
in 2022. The GSCPI has reduced by 66% from 4.31 standard deviations 
above average (December 2021) to 1.47 standard deviations above 

average (August 2022). Other supply chain indicators like the Ocean 
Timeliness Indicator (OTI) and the World Container Index have also 
fallen significantly since the beginning of 2022. However, the U.S 
inflation measure has gone up over the same time frame by 17%. 
Supply chain indicators falling have not eased inflation. Even though 
supply pressures are easing, they are still higher than pre-COVID levels. 
For instance, August's GSCPI is still almost six times higher than it was in 
2017-19, and the World Container Index is three times higher than it 

was in 2019. There are signs that inflation will lower in the future, but 
the supply chain crunch is not over yet, even if indicators are 
decreasing. 

 

 

• MARKET FORECAST 
• Schedule reliability continues to improve gradually as the year goes 

by. In August 2022, vessel delays dropped to 7.9%, whereas in January, 
the vessel delays were up to 13.8%. This means congestion issues have 

been cut by almost 50%. Comparing fleet absorption improvement 
from 2022 with 2015, experts say shipping strains are about halfway to 
normal. The graph below shows that the rate change for both years is 
quite similar, meaning if the current pace continues and no major 
supply chain disruptions happen, supply chain normality should be 
expected to occur in 2023. Moreover, if we compare the current rate 
of improvement, the graph indicates that 2022 is faster, but it also 
started at a higher level.  
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• Port congestion issues are easing worldwide, freeing up ship capacity, 
which was taken up recently due to long waiting times at anchorages. 
This has added extra pressure on spot ocean freight rates ex China just 
as cargo demand has significantly weakened. The Shanghai 

Containerized Freight Index (SCFI), which reflects the evolution of 
fronthaul spot freight rates from China, dropped 54.2% during Q3. Rates 
from Shanghai to California nosedived by 67.3% last quarter. U.S. imports 
from Asia were reportedly down 11% in September. However, the 
congestion factor also played a role, with the number of ships waiting to 
enter Los Angeles or Long Beach down to fewer than ten ships, 
compared to the historical high of 109 vessels queuing up for the San 
Pedro Bay twin ports in January 2022. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

• The World Trade Organization (WTO) has cut forecast global trade 
growth for 2023 to just 1%, down sharply from its previous estimate of 
3.4%, saying the war in Ukraine and inflation are set to weigh heavily on 
economies. In its latest report, the WTO noted that import demand was 
expected to soften more than initially forecast as different regions were 

hit by varying negative factors. High energy prices resulting from the 
Ukraine war are expected to impact European spending and increase 
manufacturing costs. At the same time, China grapples with continuing 
COVID outbreaks that have disrupted production while facing weaker 
overseas demand for its products. Meanwhile, in the U.S. tightening 
monetary policy is expected to curb spending. The WTO admitted that 
its previous forecasts made in April now appeared overly optimistic. By 
contrast, it revised estimates for global merchandise trade volumes for 

the current year up slightly, from a previous 3.0% to 3.5%. However, this 
suggests there could be an even more significant deterioration in trade 
conditions next year compared to the current year. 

• 58% of U.S. consumers are expected to cut their spending for this 
holiday season due to global inflation and economic uncertainty. If 
consumer behavior continues as expected, the U.S. market will 
experience a 14% spending reduction year over year. Experts advise 
merchants to proactively formulate a holiday season strategy like 
reexamining and improving the consumer's experience provided to 
avoid any negative impacts caused by its consumer's behavior. On the 
other hand, 91% of merchants expect their business costs to be higher, 

with 34.7% increasing the delivery expense and another 26.2% 
extending delivery time frames in response. Moreover, 10.1% of 
merchants plan on eliminating free returns, specifically clothing 
merchants, due to the high return rate they experience. 
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